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0. Abstract
Thanks to people who have influenced Rubidium:
Satoshi Nakamoto (Inventor of Bitcoin), Vitalik Buterin (Founder of Ethereum Foundation and developer of
Turing-Completed Smart Contract), Dan Larimer (Developer and founder of BitShare/Steemit/EOS), Jae Kwon
(was a developer of Ethereum Foundation, founder of Cosmos, developer of communication protocol
between blockchain)
Albert Einstein (Inventor of relativity theorem and proposer of EPR Paradox), Niels Bohr (A master of
quantum mechanics), John Stewart Bell (The founder of the Bell Theory that refutes the EPR Paradox),
Nicolas Gisin (a scientist who experimented a quantum communication based on Bell Theory and developed
quantum random numbers)
Hidetoshi Nishimori (The founder of Quantum Annealing Theory), D-Wave Systems, Inc. (Commercial
Quantum Computer developer)

Rubidium aims to become a blockchain-based DApp platform that offers high availability, more
scalability, and the best stability.

1. Introduction
The first version of Rubidium launches on Ethereum’s network, the largest blockchain platform in
the world. Ethereum facilitated the development of decentralized applications (DApps) driving on
blockchain by using Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). DApp is fully compatible with the traditional
blockchain ecosystem and also runs on mobile. Ethereum combined a modified bitcoin
infrastructure with an EVM to provide an ecosystem that can utilize a Smart Contract, a private
contract, on a trusted blockchain. The second version of Rubidium is its mainnet using EVM.
Rubidium creates a unique blockchain ecosystem that complies with EVM and Solidity standards,
and it is an alternative optimized for the DApp platform.

Rubidium selects Casper out of many projects of the Ethereum Foundation to launch a DApp
platform as the first blockchain-based grand service.
*Casper is a blockchain optimized for exchange, social network service, cryptogames, and more
using Proof of Stake (PoS) consensus algorithm compared to energy-consuming Proof of Work
(PoW) consensus algorithm. Just like the Loom network, Casper uses the mainchain and a sidechain
that uses Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) consensus algorithm at the same time to resolve
scalability issues through connecting with extended solutions such as Plasma, Shading, and State
Channel. Rubidium uses authentication in the mobile environment based on subscription to protect
user’s information. Details of the overall network architecture will cover in Chapter 8 about
describing experiments to apply new concepts.
1.1 An ecosystem for creating a DApp
The Decentralized Application (DApp) is an executable program that can record in a blockchain. It
is a program that automatically executes when a specific executable condition statement recorded
in a blockchain meets the condition. For example, it is possible to record the following situation on
a blockchain: “Send coins to my address A. I will offer my item for an account that sends the most
coins by midnight, and automatically refund everyone who sends less than that.”
By placing these statements in the blockchain, the user can automatically select the account who
sent the most, and all of the rest can be refunded. It is called decentralized application because it
automatically operates with everyone confirming with the statement in a blockchain without
controlled by anyone, and this kind of condition is called the Smart Contract. Smart Contract
enables execution and termination of a contract between users involved by setting up a specific
payment condition of trades and recording agreement and assigned amount of RBD on a

blockchain. Rubidium can automate the execution of the contract without the participation of third
parties by creating Smart Contract using EVM, and anyone can use DApps installed on Rubidium
through Rubidium.nodes around the world without any restrictions. DApps with Rubidium are
available through browser for RBD, dedicated Metamask, and My RBD Wallet (Chrome Extension).

1.1.1 Execution of DApp

*Metamask is one of the light client
programs for desktop to use DApp on
Chrome browser.
*Lightnode is a light client for smart phones
that enables to use DApps on them.

1.1.2Components of
Rubidium.node
* Node: every PC or server connected
to Rubidium
* Supernode: A node connected by a
broadband network for rapid
generation and propagation of
blocks.
* Fullnode: A node that validates,
synchronizes, spreads blocks, provi
des all services, and has all block
chain information but does not
participate in block generation.

* Lightnode: A node does not contain blockchain but only block header and Depth(6) Merkle
information, and connects with Fullnode to download data if needed. Typically, service
webpages, hardware wallets, and mobile wallets act as a lightnode.
Rubidium.node daemon runs on Supernode and Fullnode, and EVM runs on it. Lightnode
cannot run daemon and EVM.

1.1.3 DApp Architecture

1.1.4 Key Technologies
Smart Contract

Deploy Turing Complete Code on blockchain.
When the transaction executes a contract, all nodes perform it.
Significantly expanded an application area of blockchain technology.

JavaScript API/JSON

Standardization of JSON RPC API specifications

RPC

eth, miner, personal, db, admin, etc.
Provides JavaScript API through web3.js

enode ID

Combination of Public Key and IP Port
Using in Public Key exchange for the trust between peers

Account/State

Externally Owned Account(EOA)
Contract Account

RLP(Recursive Length

Data structure for representing variable data

Prefix)

Express a complex multi-dimensional array into a single dimension
Authenticated and encrypted communication through RPLx
Protocol to serialize objects

Whisper/Swarm

Whisper – Filtered rapid messaging between peers (shh)
Swarm – Identify and exchange distributed binary resources (bzz)

1.1.5 Eco Systems

1.1.6 DApp Developing Platform

1.2 A system for creating and issuing tokens
The concept of a colored coin approach first came around 2013 when multiple protocols were
designed using Bitcoin’s blockchain.
*Colored Coin Approach: An asset-issuing layer that expresses physical assets into digital form
through Bitcoin’s blockchain protocol.
Reference: https://brunch.co.kr/@jeffpaik/13
Also, several attempts have been made to develop a custom blockchain token platform from
scratch, and one of the most popular platforms is NXT Token.
The NXT developed method, adding an attachment to the transaction to operate token creation
and transfer with the content recorded in the attachment. Qtum and Zencash also similarly apply
this method. While this method has the advantage of being able to deliver information without
breaking down the existing Bitcoin transaction structure, all blockchain programs need to be
updated simultaneously to add a new transaction structure. A fork that separates the current
blockchain to the new blockchain occurs when a program that does not follow an original
transaction coexist.
Rubidium supports extension plug-ins that solves the occurring problem by immobilizing the
structure through a solution that can apply a new type of transaction structure. Clients without the
associated plug-in can also send this custom transaction, and this solution allows third-party
developers to make new transactions and create ecosystems such as the DApp Store.
The fundamental core level of Rubidium supports the following basic transaction types:
•

Create, delete, and transfer custom tokens.

•

Distributed token transaction operating by order matching engine that Bid and Ask
network transactions matching each other.

•

Anonymous functions.

Rubidium is stepping ahead of supporting the trade between assets by providing decentralized
blockchain-based transactions between custom tokens.
Rubidium supports token issuing systems that comply with ERC20 and ERC721 standards. ERC20
Token is a de facto standard interface for token issued in Etherium blockchain network. This
standard is a CryptoCurrency created using Smart Contract operating on EVM, and it is a DApp
itself at the same time. Numerous blockchain networks are applying this standard.

1.2.1 ERC20 - Code
contract ERC20 {
function totalSupply() constant returns (uint totalSupply); // Amount of issuance check
function balanceOf(address _owner) constant returns (uint balance); // Balance check
function transfer(address _to, uint _value) returns (bool success); // Transfer

function transferFrom(address _from, address _to, uint _value) returns (bool success); // Transfer
through a Smart Contract
function approve(address _spender, uint _value) returns (bool success); // Transaction Approval
function allowance(address _owner, address _spender) constant returns (uint remaining); //
Amount of usage check
event Transfer(address indexed _from, address indexed _to, uint _value);
event Approval(address indexed _owner, address indexed _spender, uint _value);
}

1.2.2 ERC20 - Status
// Account Balance
mapping(address => uint256) balances;
//Approve the amount that the owner of the account can send to another account
mapping(address => mapping (address => uint256)) allowed;

1.2.3 ERC20 - Function
// Account Balance
function balanceOf(address _owner) constant returns (uint256 balance) {
return balances[_owner];
}

// Transfer (move) the balance to another account
function transfer(address _to, uint256 _amount) returns (bool success) {
if (balances[msg.sender] >= _amount
&& _amount > 0
&& balances[_to] + _amount > balances[_to]) {
balances[msg.sender] -= _amount;
balances[_to] += _amount;
return true;
} else {
return false;
}
}

// Move _value amount of coin to _to address from _from address.
// The TransferFrom function is used to transfer the coin by Contract on behalf of the
account.

// For example, TransfrerFrom function is used to send a coin Contract address or to
charge a transaction fee for a sub-token.
// fees in sub-currencies; the command should fail unless the _from account has
// deliberately authorized the sender of the message via some mechanism; we propose
// these standardized APIs for approval:
function transferFrom(
address _from,
address _to,
uint256 _amount
) returns (bool success) {
if (balances[_from] >= _amount
&& allowed[_from][msg.sender] >= _amount
&& _amount > 0
&& balances[_to] + _amount > balances[_to]) {
balances[_from] -= _amount;
allowed[_from][msg.sender] -= _amount;
balances[_to] += _amount;
return true;
} else {
return false;
}
}
https://theethereum.wiki/w/index.php/ERC20_Token_Standard#Sample_Fixed_Supply_Token_Contract
https://github.com/Giveth/minime/blob/master/contracts/MiniMeToken.sol

1.3 Distributed Rubidium Storage DApp
PoC(Proof of Con
cept) of Rubidium.
Storage is to use
Swarm and block
chain’s Name Servi
ce (NS) to view con
tent such as DNS of
serverless World Wi
de Web and be link
ed to a token to pro
vide application exte
nsions like transactio
ns by Smart ontract.

1.3.1 Rubidium Storage: Swarm Synchronization and
Usage between multi-nodes

1.3.2 Swap, Swear and Swindle for Rubidium Storage
Fundamental components of Incentive System to maintain Rubidium.Storage network
SWAP(Swarm Accounting Protocol, Secured With

Smart Contract for late payment, payment channel,

Automated Payments)

escrow management, and debt management

SWEAR(Secure Ways of Ensuring ARchival or SWarm

Membership registration, membership condition, deposit

Enforcement And Registration)

process

SWINDLE(Secured With INsurance Deposit Litigation and

Audits, the litigation process

Escrow)

Gadgets in the
Rubidium.Storage ecosystem
are the first complete device
to support SWAP, SWEAR,
and SPINDLE and provide an
enhanced decentralized
distributed storage experience
to users.

2. Security and Privacy
Storage and proper usage of personal information is critical for various services. However, there are
many incidents involving the usage of personal information from big data. A particular portion of
personal information is required to perform the blockchain-related services. However, blockchain
cannot store personal data since it is an open-sourced ledger technology. Blockchain itself has a
unique encryption technology, but it cannot store sensitive information that can specify individual
users. The following table shows the privacy protection characteristics of existing Internet services,
general blockchain networks, and what Rubidium can protect.
Internet

Blockchain network

Rubidium

Confidentiality

X

X

○

Authentication

X

X

△

Integrity

X

○

○

Non-repudiation

X

△

△

Rubidium is trying to solve security and privacy issues with a new perspective of technology and a
roadmap for future evolution. Rubidium is an implementation of entirely new technology and
provides fundamental security and information protection technology by using the first of applying
the principle of physical phenomenon in the blockchain ecosystem.

2.1 Oraclization
The ownership of the contract
information uploaded to the
Rubidium Platform belongs to
the person directly involved in
a transaction. The person
involved in a transaction can
prove ownership of a digital
asset by recording the evidence
of transaction and verifying the
data. Or, all subsequent
revisions can be verified
through the blockchain. But,
users cannot upload a full data.
The amount of data in the blockchain grow so fast to maintain the nodes if users upload a full
data in a blockchain. Therefore, blockchain stores the information uploaded in the Rubidium
Platform by compressing and encrypting only specific information. During the process, we need a
system that ensures essential data not to be modified and accurately links digital asset data to a
user involved in a transaction. This system is called Rubidium Platform Implementation that sends
and receives interactive data between contractor and user between Smart Contract on blockchain.
It is a system that provides sufficient and complete oraclization to guarantee data not to be
modified.

By profoundly researching existing implementations, Rubidium is fully compatible with mobile
devices, which are the most popular in usage, and applied this feature to guarantee user’s rights
and benefits.

2.2 uPort Identity
Users use different accounts and passwords for numerous exchange services. If a user uses the
same ID and password, a hacking of a single site is going to damage all sites. However, the
account information is easy to be lost if each account information are different. As a result, several
central account management services manage account information, but relevant sites also can be
hacked together if a damage occurs in their service. Private key and public key encryption techno
logy using blockchain can be applied instead of traditional account information methods to solve
this problem. However, it is not easy for typical exchange service users to manage a blockchain
private key and public key system. Therefore, Rubidium supports a solution that enables easy
management of login information for a user in a mobile environment and the foundation to
accommodate uPort identity services on a cryptocurrency exchange platform by supporting EVM
and ERC20. This solution reduces cancellation, restoration, and user’s burden of key management
by adding relevant detailed logic to Smart Contract.

2.2.1 Introduction to uPort
uPort is a user identification DApp based on EVM. It has a similar concept with the OpenID of
Facebook or Google. uPort is a highly secure system and has core technologies of Smart Contract,
development library, and mobile application. Smart Contract includes encrypted hash value related
to personal identification information and algorithms to recover changed or lost personal
identification. Developer’s library contains information that manages URLs, dropboxes, Google, and
more that are associated with personal identification information. Mobile application contains the
user’s key to identify the user itself. Any individual or institution can issue the uPort identities. It is
called self-sovereign identity that the permission of the created identity entirely belongs to the
creator. Creating and verifying identity is not centralized. User can use this identity for electronic
signature, transaction verification, and more. Identity stores attribute data of IPFS, Azure, AWS,
Dropbox, and more related to personal identification information as encrypted hash value, so users
can easily destroy the source of personal information without interfering blockchain whenever it
needs to be. Also, it is easy to check the authenticity of the first identification information using
hash information.

●

uPort: EVM based. Available for own personal identification. Secured system.
○

3 main components: Smart Contract, Development libraries, Mobile Application
■

Smart Contract: core of personal identification, including logic to recover personal
identification information if the user loses the device

●

■

Development libraries: Includes information that connects to external storage.

■

Mobile Application: store user’s key

uPort identities
○

Forms: individuals, devices, objects, institutions

○

Permissions: Self-sovereign identity (permissions belong to the creator). User has privileges when
created. A centralized third party cannot manage creation or verification.

○

Key features: transaction confirmation, electronic signature, and more.

●

An identity is cryptographically linked to ‘off-chain data stores.’

●

Each Identity stores hash values of attribute data (available anywhere all Identity-related data is safely stored,
such as IPFS, Azure, AWS, Dropbox, and more.)

●

Identities: Self-update available, including profile changes, friends management, and more. They can also give
temporary permission to read and write specific files.

●

uPort identities can interact with blockchain and manage digital assets (cryptocurrencies, tokenized assets).

2.2.2 Proposed Use Cases
● Self-sovereign identity system features:
○ A system the creator generates personal identification information allowing the user to
own and control personal identity, reputation, data, and digital assets.

○ User can disclose its data as an option since the creator generates personal identification
information.
○ User can use the key to access digital service instead of a password.
○ User can use the key to sign transactions and documents digitally.
○ User can send values from blockchain and control them.
○ User can interact with DApps and Smart Contracts.
○ User can use the key to send encrypted messages and data.
● Advantages for enterprises using self-sovereign identity system include:
○ Easily onboard new customers and employees with more comfortable personal
information disclosing.
○ Establish improved and transitive Know-Your-Customer (KYC) process.
○ Reduce liability for keeping sensitive customer information.
○ Build secure access-controlled environment with less friction for employees.
○ Easy for content providers to be attracted and sign up.
○ Specific roles with detail privileges can be distinguished.
○ Easy to use without any background knowledge once the development is complete.

2.2.3 uPort Technical Overview
- uPort identifier is the core of uPort identity (20-byte hexadecimal string, globally unique and
persistent).
- Identifier: Address of EVM Smart Contract known as Proxy contract.
- Proxy contract: relay transactions, interacts with other Smart Contract on Ethereum.
- The controller contract sends a transaction through a Proxy contract when a user wants to
interact with a specific
Smart Contract
application. This
architecture allows
the application to
view the Proxy
contract address as
the interacting entity.
- The purpose of the
Proxy contract as a
core identifier is to allow users to change their private key during persistent identifier management
t. If the user’s uPort identifier replaces the public key (which corresponds to a private key), it loses
control and management of the identifier when the device that has the private key is lost.

- The Controller contract maintains a list of recovery delegates to help uPort users recover their
identity. A delegate can be individuals to an institution such as a friend, family, bank, and credit
union. The user requires a particular portion of delegates to recover its identity, and the Controller
contract connects user identity to a new device.
Account Recovery
1. The Controller contract stores an existing recovery network.
2. The Controller Contract notifies about a new public (device) key to the recovery network when
the user gets a new device.
3. The Controller Contract updates the public key when two-thirds of recovery contacts approve a
new public key from the Controller contract.
4. Identity recovered
- uPort can be used with identity, even if it is not blockchain. The external data structure is bound
to the uPort identifiers using Registry contract.
- Registry contract contains mapping from a uPort identifier to IPFS hash.
- IPFS: a decentralized system that transport, connect, and store data.
- Hash: Ensuring the veracity of the data structure, encrypting, and binding identifiers are defined
only by Smart Contract access management (only uPort proxy has the right to update the Registry
contract).
- The data structure corresponding to the IPFS hash can include profile information such as name,
picture, and more. It includes data such as public keys to support decentralized public key
infrastructure. The data structure is a JSON schemas and enhanced in collaboration with Blockstack.
Each JSON schema can be digitally signed with a private key to create JSON Web token. This token
can be used as an attestation in off-chain.
- Attestation is a general structure where specific identity creates a claim about a different identity.
It is a self-signed certificate indicating that the public key belongs to a specific identity. Attestation
can provide a two-way link to a service like Twitter (users are allowed to leverage their current
social networks).
- Attributes and attestations connected with Registry can also be encrypted if uPort user owns an
encrypted key. Profile data can be private by default and by encrypting to the public key of
different identities. Data shares these identifiers.

2.2.4 Technical Components
Major components of uPort system
○ Smart Contract Components
- Proxy Contract is the minimum contract to send transactions, and the address of it is core
identifier of uPort identity.
- Controller Contract manages Proxy contract’s access control and allows additional features.

- Recovery Quorum Contract is used to recover identity if a key is lost.
- Registry Contract maintains cryptographic bindings between off-chain data attributes and uPort
identifiers.
○ Data Components
- Attestations records signed data, including profile attributes and verifiable claims stored in offchain.
- Selective disclosure is a mechanism for encrypting data (adding privacy to attributes and
attestations).
○ Developer Components
A Developer library allows simple integration of uPort to be decentralized applications or existing
digital services.
○ Mobile Components
A Mobile application stores identity’s private key. It controls identity and sign attestations in the
smartphone security.
○ Server Components
● Chasqui - messaging server
● Sensui - gas fueling server
● Infura RPC
● Infura IPFS

2.2.5 Rubidium Blockchain and Smart Contracts
● Rubidium Blockchain: a blockchain architecture with associated state database that stores
Smart Contract and its state
● Smart Contract: Deployable by any Rubidium user. Function-based interface.
● Smart Contract is referred to as an address (encrypted identifier). Users can invoke the
Smart Contract function by sending a transaction contains a Smart Contract address
(receiver), sender signature, and transaction data history, including input value. It can also
send or receive RBD and call up another Smart Contract.
● Function call: a block producer of the network runs the program and updates its status.

2.2.6 Smart Contract Components
Proxy Contract
Benefits of Proxy Contract
→ ability to add features like key recovery or spending limits
→ User can maintain a permanent identifier as keys are recovered or updated.
Two main features of Proxy Contract
→ User can create a transaction to an external address

→ It can change the owner to a different one.

Controller Contract
Objective: separating Controller Contract on behalf of Proxy Contract to be able to update Smart
Contract logic without changing the uPort identifier.
RecoverableController.sol
→ User address: standard public key
→ Recovery address: key to recover
→ Recovery quorum:
1. The user address can send transactions to proxy contract
2. The user address can transfer control of Proxy Contract to a new Controller Contract (timelocked)
3. The user address can change itself to a new one (time-locked)
4. The recovery address can change the user address with a new address

Recovery Quorum Contract
recovery delegate: user authorizes other trusted person to change user address
→ Recovery delegates can change the user address after more than half of them voted for the
change.
→ The user address can add or remove recovery delegate (time-locked)

Registry Contract
Objective – a mapping of data structure outside a blockchain

2.2.7 Data Components
Attributes and Attestations
● Attestations

Signed data records containing profile attributes and verifiable claims, stored off-chain.
● uPort Registry

Cryptographically links profile data or attributes to a uPort identifier
> plain JSON structure or signed JSON web token (JWT) (/by blockchain-profile-js)
* JWT reference : https://jwt.io/introduction
● Example

> Attribute: {“name”: “Christian Lundkvist”}
> Attestation: configured in JWT (Header. Payload. Signature)
Signing user attributes allows for other identities to verify and attest to the validity of the profile
data of the identity. It can be useful for KYC*, where a bank can attest to the validity of profile
data or other attributes of their customer. The bank customer can then use the attestation as a
portable KYC token to access other financial services.
● uPort identity

> Provisioning keys for applications, devices or services and revoking
> Linked profiles: Using existing social media services to bootstrap your identity
Signing the attribute with the uPort signing key creates a claim that the uPort identity controls
the twitter account with the handle ChrisLundkvist.

Selective Disclosure
● Selective disclosure

A mechanism for encrypting data that adds a layer of privacy to attributes and attestations.
> Adds a layer of privacy to uPort by allowing the user to encrypt some or all attributes by default
and choose who to share the data.
The system relies on each uPort identity having a public encryption key. The disclosure of an
attribute works by having the user encrypt an attribute with the symmetric encryption key. This key
is then individually encrypted using the public encryption key of each identity that is allowed to
read this attribute.
Let ‘A’ be an attestation.
Suppose we wish to share this attestation with only identities X, Y, and Z. We first generate a
random symmetric key k and encrypt ‘A’ symmetrically.
We denote this ciphertext sym(k,A).
Now we assume that X, Y, and Z each have a public encryption key. Let asym(U,V,d) denote the
asymmetric encryption between identities U and V of some data d. Specifically asym(U,V,d) =
sym(DH(U,V),d)
Where DH (U, V) is a symmetric key generated from the public key of U and the private key of V
using a Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
Create a random and ephemeral public/private key pair R , and create the data blob made up of
( sym(k,A), asym(X,R,k), asym(Y,R,k), asym(Z,R,k) )

2.2.8 Mobile Application
The mobile application is the way the end-user interacts with their uPort, and it's the primary
means of managing the user’s private keys. The main idea is for the user's key to be held in the
secure enclave of their device and accessed via local biometric authentication whenever the key is
used to sign. The key remains on the device, and there is no means of exporting the private key
off from the device.
User experience is the primary design goal of the mobile application interaction model.
There are two main actions when interacting with a DApp on Rubidium blockchain.
1.

“Connect”: Provide the uPort identifier (or a Rubidium address) to the Dapp.

2.

“Verify/validate/authorize “an interaction: Signing a transaction with the private key.

The interaction is modeled after design patterns found in popular applications such as WhatsApp
and WeChat. The desktop version of these apps show a QR code, and scanning this with the
mobile version of the app logs the user in. The uPort mobile app uses this exact user flow for the
“connect” flow in a decentralized app. Another QR code shows when the user needs to confirm an
interaction with the blockchain (i.e., sign a transaction). The user scans this code presents by a
confirmation screen where they can confirm the interaction using their fingerprint. It is similar to

the BankID system used in Sweden for interacting with banks and verifying transactions. The
interaction model is slightly different if a Dapp runs in a mobile browser. Instead of displaying a
QR code, the Dapp asks to launch the uPort app. Then, the user redirects to the uPort app, where
they can either authorize the release of their identifier or sign a transaction. Once the action takes
place, the user is taken back to the mobile browser for continued interaction with the Dapp.
We are deliberately aiming to create a user experience where the user doesn’t need to know about
public/private key cryptography. The mental model of the user should be that their smartphone &
uPort app can be used to interact with Dapps, log into websites, verify transactions, sign document
ts in their name, and more. Also, they can ask their selected friends to help them recover their
identity again if they lose their phone. Rubidium provides uPort-based KYC and CDD to protect
contract developers and users issuing tokens, and infrastructure to allow identity system flexible
and interactive with DApp. Rubidium’s first implementation, Rubidium Improvement Proposal 001
(RIP 001) “Rubidium for Phone,” includes all of these features.
* KYC(Know Your Customer): A system started since January 18th, 2006, to prevent illegal money
transactions and money laundering under international standards. Address, contact, and more
should be verified additionally from real-name financial transaction law when a customer (including
an agent if it is a proxy) opens an account or makes a one-time transaction. It also refers to the
Anti-Money Laundering system (AML) or CDD**.
** CDD (Customer Due Diligence): a financial institution’s proper attention to customers by
checking the identity who transact more than 20million won at once, whether they are involved in
transactions, and the purpose of transactions so that services of financial institutions are not used
for money laundering and other illegal activities.

2.3 Authentication
Rubidium utilizes authentication methods in the mobile communication environment based on
subscription as a fundamental approach to the user’s information protection. We analyzed and
applied this in terms of supporting key preparation, authentication method, authentication-related
parameters, and global roaming services like currently leading mobile communication systems,
such as GSM of Europe and IS-95 of United States of America. We also described the authentica
tion requirement needed for next-generation digital mobile communication system through the
analysis of authentication threats and methods in mobile communications. The most severe threats
to information protection in a communication network include illegal tampering, eavesdropping,
and identity disguise and retransmission. Authentication services with confidentiality and integrity
services are one of the essential information protection services against these threats. In particular,
authentication is a valuable service that can protect from identity disguise and retransmission
threats and unify with access control, data integrity, confidentiality, non-repudiation, and audit
services for usage. Authentication subjects are people in an information communication network,

parts of equipment, or processes of the computer system, and those subjects are called communi
cators. Subjects that identify and claim themselves in the authentication process are applicants, and
other subjects that try to verify if the claim is legitimate are certifiers. Authentication can be perfor
med by information exchanged between the applicant and the certifier and is categorized as messa
ge content authentication, message source authentication, and general entity authentication depen
ding on the authentication contents. An attack with disguised identity can be disguised as an
applicant, a certifier, or both sides in the middle, and a retransmission attack may be in various
forms like a simple retransmissions or unmodified reverse retransmissions. The mechanism of entity
authentication should be able to protect against these different forms of threats. Especially, digital
mobile communications like digital cellular mobile communication and personal mobile communi
cation have the convenience of providing voice and data services without time and place restric
tions, but the use of radio waves for communication medium increases the possibility of eavesdrop
ing, radio recording, and call theft by illegal duplication. Carriers needed to improve providing and
developing protection service since call theft is directly related to a fee and causing a reduction of
profits and a lack of confidence in service. Rubidium embraces advantages from this service with
blockchain-based social media services when emails and smartphones are becoming a
representative authentication tools.

2.3.1 Authentication mechanism using cryptographic
technology
An authentication mechanism using cryptographic technology can utilize symmetric key or public
key technology since it is based on communicator knowing specific secret key to assure verifier.
The most straightforward concept using symmetric key technology is when communicator and
certifier share a symmetric key and encrypt or seal a message using the key, the certifier can
successfully decode the message or open it correctly. The message content includes a nonrepeating value that can defend against replay attacks. Using the public key technology, the
communicator signs the message with its secret key, and the certifier checks the signature with its
public key. The message also includes non-repeating values for protection against replay attacks.
However, authentication using a secret key method in today’s large network environment or
complex multi-carrier environment is not practical for key management. A typical example of a
fundamental and specific authentication mechanism based on cryptographic technology is the
X.509 published by the OSI Directory Standard in 1998, which has a directory structure that can
serve as a repository of open-key certificate forms as a set of distributed servers that manages
databases about servers or users. Kerberos provides other authentication service developed as part
of the centralization of access control policies in distributed or centralized structural environments.

X.509 One-way Authentication

One-way authentication is made by adding and sending an authentication tokens signed by the
sender’s secret key, and message possesses integrity and uniquity that it is not sent to multiple
receivers by ‘A’ sending a message
to B with B’s identification service to
verify message is created by ‘A.’ The
following is a representation of the
one-way authentication process.
Stage 1: A creates rA
Stage 2: A→B: As{tA, rA,B,sgnData, EPB[Kab]}
Stage 3:
B: - gets AP, inspects certificate valid date of A
(AS is A’s secret key, AP is A’s public key)
-

Confirm signature and inspect the integrity of information
(EPB means encryption with B’s public key)

-

Inspect if B is a legitimate recipient.

-

Inspect if tA is current time.

-

Inspect if rA is not retransmitted.

In this case, only the identity is verified, and the responding side is not. The message includes the
timestamp (tA), a unique number (rA), and a signature signed with B’s identity and A’s public key.
tA consists token’s creation date and expiration date that prevents delayed delivery of the
message. Unique number rA is used to prevent retransmission attacks, and this number must be
unique within the expiration range of the message. Therefore, B can save the number until the
message expires and reject a new message that has the same number. Message can include the
information even if the meaning of authentication is to be used to verify the reliability of A
sending message to B. sgnData ensures the authentication and integrity of the message and is
included within the signature category. The message can also be used to send the encrypted
session key to B with B’s public key.
Authentification procedure of Kerberos (Version 4)
Contents of message exchange used in the authentication procedure of Kerberos (Version 4) are:
1) Authentication service exchange (to get Ticketing-Approval ticket)
Stage 1: C→AS: IDc//IDtgs//TS1
Stage 2: AS→C:Ekc[Kctgs//IDtgs//TS2//lifetime2//Tickettgs],Tickettgs=Ektgs[Kctgs//IDc//ADc//IDtgs//TS2/lifetime2]
2) Ticket-Authentication service exchange (to get Service-Authentication ticket)
Stage 3: C→TGS: IDv//Tickettgs//Authenticatorc
Stage 4: TGS→C:Ekctgs[Kcv//IDv//TS4//Ticketv],
Tickettgs=Ektgs[Kctgs//IDc//ADc//IDtgs//TS2//lifetime2],
Ticketv=Ekv[Kcv//IDc//ADc//IDv//TS4//lifetime4],
Authenticatorc=Ekctgs[IDc//ADc//TS3]

3) Client/Server Authentication exchange (to get a service)
Stage 5: C→V: Ticketv//Authenticatorc
Stage 6:V→C:Ekcv[TS5+1](for mutual authentication),

Ticketv=Ekv[Kcv//IDc//ADc//IDv//TS4//lifetime4],Authenticatorc=Ekcv[IDc//ADc//TS5]
C: Client, AS: Authentication Server, V:Server, IDc: Identification of User C, IDv: Identification of
Server V, ADc: Network address of C, Kv: Encrypted Secret Key shared with AS and V, TGS: TicketGranting Server, TGStgs: Session key for C and TGS, IDtgs: TGS Identifier requesting the use of C
and TGS service, Ekv: meaning encryption with secret key only known to TGS and servers, K tgs:
Secret key shared with AS and TGS, Kcv: Secret Key issued from TGS and shared with C and V

2.3.2 Mobile communication system analysis and usage
Protection service provided by mobile communication systems are subscriber authentication,
subscriber anonymity (protecting subscriber identifiers), and wireless track encryption service. The
elements related to protection services stores information from individual subscriber authentication
keys (Ki) in smart cards, so it temporarily stores authentication algorithm A3, SIM (Subscriber
Identity Module) performing cryptographic key generating algorithm A8, Mobile Station (MS)
performing cryptographic algorithm A5, and more subscriber information. Also, elements generate
and store Temporary Mobile Subscriber Identity (TMSI), and have Visitor Location Register (VLR) to
confirm successful authentication, encrypted key value (Kc) related to subscriber and identifier,
Random Value (RAND), and Home Location Register (HLR) to store and manage Authentication
Signature Value (SRES). These are protection services and features of GSM.
Key Preparation
In the mobile communication system, it enables fundamental key and parameter preparation by
embedding SIM that has various keys and algorithms in smart card and issuing it to subscribers,
and carriers control the network access with it. The SIM contains a 128-bit authentication key call
“Ki,” and subscribers must safely manage it not to be exposed to others. Subscriber may cause
numerous fraud access, unnecessary fees, and insecure communication channel if K i is exposed.
Therefore, subscribers should keep Ki informed only to themselves and carrier when they register
their SIM.
Authentication and Key Matching
The mobile communication system uses the Unique Challenge/Response protocol to authenticate
and generate encrypted key. This protocol generates during call set up, and carriers or network
operator executes it. So, the network attempts authentication using Ki containing 128-bit random
value for a mobile station issuing 32-bit SRES comparing with internally calculated SRES. Mobile
station generates an encrypted key Kc using random value and Ki and prepares to generate the
same session encrypted key for a mobile station with the same process on network.
Cryptography

TMSI/IMSI maintains subscriber's anonymity in mobile communications, and message cryptography
communication to wireless area is based on a secret key method. Based on the subscriber’s
identity, IMSI becomes a
subscriber’s unique secret
ID created by the carrier,
and the network controls
the subscriber’s network
access through subscri
ber’s unique ID IMSI/
TMSI. Figures below sho
w the process of messa
ge cryptography commu
nication for the wireless
section in the mobile
communication system.
Roaming
Roaming service in the mobile
communication system sends five
preliminary triplets (each triplet is
composed of RAND/SRES/Kc) from the
Home Location Register (HLR) to the Visit
Location Register (VLR) for the visiting
network able to use it for subscriber
authentication. Thus, users can receive
communication features and additional
services by authenticated with the
triplet from the visiting network.
Subscribers can authenticate
themselves without exposing their own
authentication key Ki and reduce the
risk of permanent exposure of their key
because the value changes even when
the triplet is intercepted. However, this
method cannot be considered as full
roaming and also has the disadvantage

of attack of its authentication feature depending on safe process and handover of remaining
unused triplets that were handed over from HLR to VLR.
Location Registration
If a mobile station intends to register its location with a base station, the mobile station uses IMSI
to notify its identity to the base station, which is to register its location.
Description of the location registration process of the mobile station is:
1) When HLR of the mobile station sends IMST with an authentication parameter request to
AC, AC performs A3 and A8 algorithm by entering Ki and RAND to calculate SRES and Kc.
2) When AC sends authentication information containing IMSI, KC, RAND, and SRES to HLR,
HLR manages this information in the database.
3) MS sends a registration update request message containing IMSI to HLR through
BSS/MSC/VLR.
4) When HLR sends authentication parameters, such as KC, RAND, and SRES related to IMSI,
to VLR, VLR manages this information in the database.
5) VLR sends an authentication request message, including RAND, to MS. MS enters received
RAND and its secret key Ki, operates A3 and A8 algorithm, and calculate Kc and SRES. Kc is
stored in MS, and SRES gets included in authentication response message and sent to VLR
6) VLR completes MS authentication when received SRES is matching with SRES that it has,
and it assigns TMSI to MS.
Call Out Authorization
Call out authorization performs when the registered MS wants a call in, and MS uses TMSI to
notify its identity to the base station. The process for MS call out authentication is:
1)

Call setup instruction message containing the TMSI of MS is sent to VLR by BSS/MSC.

2) VLR sends an authentication request message to BSS/MSC from a self-managing database
for RAND authentication related to TMSI, and BSS/MSC includes RAND in the message
and sends it to MS.
3) S performs A3 and A8 algorithms with received RAND and entering its private key Ki to
calculate SRES, saves Kc and includes SREDS in authentication response message to send it
to VLR through BSS/MSC.
4)

VLR completes MS authentication when received SRES is matching with SRES that it has.

Call In Authorization
Procedures performed when registered MS respond to a base station’s call is:
1) When VLR receives an IAM (ISUP Initial Address Message), BSC/MSC sends an MSRN to VLR,
and VLR sends an authentication message with selected TMSI, LAI, K C, RAND and SRES to
BSS/MSC.
2) When BSS/MSC sends a call request message to MS, MS sends a channel request message to
BSS/MSC, BSS/MSC sends an immediate assignment message back to MS, and MS sends a call

response message to BSS/MSC.
3) MS performs the A3/A8 algorithm by entering the received RAND and its K i to generate SRES
and Kc, saves Kc, and sends SRES to VLR through BSS/MSC.
And more
Other procedures include LAI (Location Area Identification) queries and updates for certification
services. SimToolkits and RIL (Radio Interface Layer) SDK performs access and control to use the
above authentication services.

3. Reward System
3.1 RBD Economy
There were many instances of decentralized digital currency before the Bitcoin, like Digicash (1992),
Cybercash (1994), and e-Gold (1996), and some of the technologies that Bitcoin employed were
already developed. However, Bitcoin created the first reliable ledger for all participants, while a
particular entity has no power. Reasons why the Bitcoin was different from previous technologies
are because the system contained not only computer science and cryptographic elements but also
economic factors that led the user’s participation. In previous systems, someone eventually had to
maintain the rules and order with responsibility and authority in the network, no matter what
technology is applied. However, Bitcoin has created an ‘incentive structure’ that replaces these
rules and orders into protocols and encouraged users to follow protocol rules. Bitcoin has created
a structure that participants benefit when network is in excellent condition. Numerous people
around the world are developing new services using blockchain, and today, blockchain services
require their internal services and an economic system tailored to participants like the Bitcoin.
It is easy to design an economic system that works on any DApp in the RBD Economy.
There are few questions related to the token economy system.
1.

On what basis reward (token) is given to which participant?

2.

How will a token be valuable?

3.

Why should people have tokens?

4.

How do we link the growth of the network with the rise of the token value?

5.

How will the token price fluctuation resolved?

The token economy to answer these questions is already deployed in Rubidium’s economic
infrastructure and designed to link with Rubidium’s growth.
Rubidium designed the token economy suitable for all participants in the network, considering the
characteristics of them.

3.1.1 Truffle Framework
The development
framework for issuing
tokens uses the Truffle
Framework. It equipped the
OpenZeppelin Contract
Library that follows
standard interfaces like
ERC20, and can
automatically handle a
series of processes to
develop Smart Contract
from testing to deploying.

In the following chapters 4, 5, and 6, we implement with validated OpenZeppelin ERC20 Smart
Contract Library and Truffle Framework under Token Design Pattern complying RBD Economy.

4. Voting System
The blockchain network can give users the right to vote and efficiently gather their opinions when
users want to express their opinions for the decision-making of a particular issue. The Rubidium
voting system combines voting rights with the token to act as a suitable pattern for collecting
opinions. For Voting Token, voting rights can be a token itself or a numerical figure on the
network. The Rubidium gives RBD Credit according to a numerical figure on the network
proportional to the RBD token. Rubidium Platform reflects the opinions of all users in the network
for selecting decision-making users. It is crucial to limit malicious behavior and involve as many
users as possible to vote for the result to reflect the right opinions of the network. To encourage
users to participate in the voting process, users receive a reward in addition to the participation of
making decision proportional to RBD Credit. Also, the value of token in the network rises
directly/indirectly associating with RBD Credit.

4.1 Introduction of RBD CREDIT
Rubidium users get a numerical figure called RBD Credit. This credit rises when a user involves the
right participation in the network. It drops when a user does not. This figure affects the selection of
block generators, and it serves as an essential tool for the user’s self-purification process for the
blockchain ecosystem.

4.2 Additional Benefits
Users can obtain RBD Credit by depositing the RBD for the service on the Rubidium network. RBD
in the network and RBD Credit are indirectly connected, so the demand for RBD Credit can lead to
the demand for RBD.

4.2.1 Interest
The higher the RBD Credit on Rubidium, the higher the interest. The only way to share the interest
is to share according to the amount of possessing RBD Credit.

4.2.2 Curation Reward
Curation Reward is a reward given to users who voted. One of the main factors that determines
the amount of the reward is the RBD Credit of the voter. Voter with higher RBD Credit takes more
Curation Reward.

4.4 Commit-reveal voting
Commit-reveal voting is implemented by Smart Contract and is divided into two components.
Commit: claim your choice to your partner users.
Reveal: reveals your choice, and everyone can see your choice.
This system is especially useful for voting and elections. It is better to wait for the vote to be
finished before revealing the person who voted. It prevents voters from making decisions about
the vote that has already been finished.
Here are two examples to show how the commit revealing works for a better understanding.

4.4.1 Physical
commit-reveal
voting
Here is a Commit-Reveal
voting process in the real
world.

4.1.2 Virtual
commit-reveal
voting
Implementing a CommitReveal voting in code is
different from the real
world, so it uses a hash
function for security.
This process is implemented
like a Contract code such as
CommitRevealElection and
uses keccak256 hash
function to generate and
use the hash value.
https://gist.github.com/karlfloersch/0ba69290f5d18823548dc32fe1f6a250

5. RBD CREDIT
RBD Credit shows a credit rating of users
for the use of Rubidium Platform service,
as well as the function of the token in
proportion to the RBD tied to the Smart
Contract and the level of influence the
user has throughout the network.

6. Rubidium
Supernode/SuperNet
Architectures
6.1 Nodes
● Node: Each of all servers and PCs connected to blockchain.
● SuperNode: A node that is at the center of its role in delivering and distributing data in a
blockchain P2P system. Typically, each SuperNode communicates with each other through
a high-speed broadband network. SuperNodes can work fast and process massive work
with fast CPU and storage equipment. Rubidium’s SuperNode has the role of creating

blocks, in addition to the role of typical SuperNodes. SuperNodes form broadband
networks between each other and result in rapid creation and delivery of blocks.
SuperNode is eligible for Rubidium only if it passes the Rubidium self-standard criteria
after loading test on the Rubidium TestNet to achieve a high speed. The number of
SuperNodes is manufactured and managed from 16 to 128 for fast block creation and
delivery. As a reward for maintaining the SuperNode, a user receives a coins as an interest
according to the holding stake in a PoS type blockchain and CD rate concept in proportion
to the coinage. There may be a SuperNode by own and delegated SuperNode by
Rubidium.
● Fullnode: A node that validates, stores, and sends a received blockchain created from the
SuperNode. It is responsible for building a database for a variety of services. It is often
used as a path to provide services for mobile applications. It does not have the authority
to create blocks.
● Lightnode: A node that does not store the blockchain. It is a lightweight node for mobile
device and more light devices that allows sending transactions to a blockchain network
and communicates with the Fullnode to view blockchain ledgers by obtaining Merkle tree
and partial Depth(6) of the blockchain.

6.2 SuperNode
● There are three types of P2P Network:
○

Centralized P2P
■ Centralized Server.
■ Static centralization.
■ Search cost occurs.
■ More nodes, more complexity.

○ Pure P2P
■ No centralized servicer.
■ It is perfectly distributed.
■ Search cost occurs.
■ More nodes, more complexity.

○ Hybrid P2P
■ Index servers exist.
■ Dynamic centralization.
■ Less search cost.
■ Less complexity, even if more nodes
appear.

● Bitcoin and Ethereum use the centralized P2P network model. Ethereum, for example, takes
the following processes:
○ Ethereum program (Daemon) executes.
○ Daemon connects to the central server operated by the Etherium Foundation.
○ Daemon receives information about other nodes A, B, C, and more operating in the
central server.
○ Daemon attempts to access A (Handshake)
○ Daemon attempts to handshake B if it fails to do so with A.
○ Daemon receives information about the node when a handshake is successful.
○ Daemon exchanges its type and version.
○ Daemon exchanges a genesis block hash.
○ Daemon exchanges a block height.
○ Synchronization starts when the information matches.
● The block transfer starts in the order shown above. Because of this random method, a
physical distance between nodes, a network speed, and slow block generation from a node
affects a block generating speed and block transfer speed, resulting in slow transfer per
second (tps).
● Cryptocurrencies using the Supernode of the Hybrid P2P network is increasing to solve the
slow block generation speed of Bitcoin and Ethereum.
● EOS attempts to solve speed and capacity problem of blockchain by intensive operation of
nodes through the development history of Nxt→Waves, Bitshares→Stemmit→EOS,
COSMOS, and more. Supernodes in this blockchain have the processing power to handle
high-volume transactions and high-speed block creation, and they are special nodes in a
small number (21 to 64 nodes) that are elected by delegating stakes and voting from
normal nodes.

● The Rubidium Platform has a Hybrid P2P network structure for high-speed transaction
process and plans to deploy 16 to 128 intensive Supernodes

6.3 SuperNet
Because of Supernodes, the blockchain network divides into two layers, and it needs a SuperNet to
connect Supernodes to accomplish the original purpose, processing high capacity transaction and
high-speed block generation, and a protocol and physical layer to perform confidentiality and
authentication process.

6.3.1 Supernode block workflow

6.4 Supernode block generating process

Rubidium uses the PoS consensus algorithm that Ethereum’s Casper project is attempting to utilize.
Nodes that meet Rubidium’s specification and network criteria participates as Supernodes to speed
up the slow block generation by standard PoS algorithms and maximize the tps. Testnet verifies
and updates SuperNet protocol that connects Supernodes.

6.5 Supernode discovery packet

6.6 Supernode protocol stack

6.7 Supernode dimension estimation

6.8 Supernode Test node of Tech-Roadmap-1

6.9 HREC Supernode
• A variety of problems occurred with ASIC and GPU Miner when they relied on specific

manufacturers to generate blocks are undoubtedly going to arise when the Supernode relies on
the Cloud Service in TechRoadmap-1.
• Therefore, a way to design and build the Supernode, and participate in SuperNet should be

provided as an open-source.

• As in TechRoadmap-1, AWS inevitably runs counter to decentralization if it is used.
• Guidance should be provided so that existing PoW miners can participate in SuperNet and

operate Supernode as reliable as AWS in the Mining Factory environment.
*HREC=High-Performance Reconfigurable Computing

6.10 Supernode HREC for Tech-Roadmap 2,3

6.11 Decentralization Maintenance Plan
Any nodes (with certificate) qualified by an automated protocol and election mechanism have the
opportunity to compete in SuperNet and become a Supernode.
*Nodes can obtain and use a Supernode certificate when it meets the defined specifications, such
as block generation process capability in Testnet and interoperability standard.

6.12 Supernode platform customization
recommendation
• Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ MPSoC

ZCU106
• Intel, Stratix 10 MX FPGA with HBM2

Memory Integration

7. Exchange Protocol
Rubidium wants to make it easier for all users of Rubidium to exchange
for legal money (fiat) and move forward to the global service. To
accomplish this, Rubidium links to the world’s leading exchanges to show
real-time coin market price on the application that users are holding. It
also provides a token transaction with stabilized value through the sync
between StableCoin and Decentralized Exchange (Dex).

The Rubidium Platform first targets blockchain-based development projects. Rubidium
implemented decentralized voting and messaging to achieve the goal. The implementation allows
a DAO-like experience in managing community projects while keeping it simple from a technical
point of view.
Rubidium allows payment of network transaction fees in custom token (asset). Decentralized
exchange receives an order of exchanging primary network token along with transaction, and the
next block can add the transaction only after the Dex processes the order.

7.1 Optimum P2P Exchange based on
Masternode(Node Service) for cryptocurrency
Rubidium opens at least 10 coins per user and can update after opening. Settings for each
blockchain is possible, and blockchain node compilation and installation for each coin is
automated. Rubidium provides the RPC module for access by coin. Rubidium provides essential
works and master node for node operation and may provide a light wallet for some coins.
Masternodes and wallets can connect to the Rubidium Platform, payment channel, state channel,
and more.

Users can sell and buy Rubidium token through Rubidium’s Dex, general, splitting, bidding, split
bidding, and more are enabled and establish a price information collecting system without polling.
Users use notification services for transaction settlement, notice, and more, and tools like push
notification, SNS, email, and more. Rubidium enables various kinds of tools for inquiry of
transaction details and statistics.
Rubidium enables group chat using the zk-SNARKs library and provides messenger services for
inquiries and consultations regarding transactions between users.

7.1.1 Ring Signature
A ring signature is a type of digital signature in which a group of possible signers are merged to
produce a distinctive signature that can authorize a transaction.
A user of a particular group guarantees the message signed with the Ring signature
One of the security attributes of a ring signature is that it is not computationally possible to
determine which of the group member’s key is used to generate a signature.
The actual signer is a one-time spend key that corresponds with an output sent from the sender’s
wallet.
Ring size: the number of signers required to sign the ring signature, more signers required means
more secure, there are 3 different output, and one “real” output if the ring size is 4.
Ring signature technology helps the sender mask the origin of a transaction by ensuring that all
inputs are indistinguishable
from each other.
Because Monero makes
use of ring signature
technology, it must include
a feature that allows for
the verification of outputs
that are being spent in a
ring signature transaction,
or else, a user would be
able to spend the same
transaction output twice,
i.e., a double-spend.
Usage of key image in
Monero
-

Bob wishes to send Monero to Alice, with a ring size value of five, one of the five inputs
will be pulled from Bob’s wallet, which will then be added to the ring signature transaction.

The other four inputs are past transaction outputs that are pulled from the Monero

-

blockchain.
These four inputs are decoys, and when fused with the input from Bob’s wallet, form a

-

group of five possible signers.
A third party would not be able to determine which input was actually signed by Bob’s one

-

time spend key.
With the use of a key image, the Monero network can verify that the Monero transferred

-

to Alice has not been spent before.

7.1.2 Stealth address
Stealth addresses are an essential part of Monero’s inherent privacy. They allow and require the
sender to create random one-time addresses for every transaction on behalf of the recipient.
When you create a Monero account, you’ll have a private view key, a private spend key, and a
Public Address.
View key – used to view all transactions related to the account. Outgoing transactions cannot be
reliably viewed.
Spend key – used to spend any funds in the account, can be used to derive all other account keys.
With an explicit allowance system called the view key, Monero is said to be “private, optionally
transparent.”

7.1.3 One-Time Account System
Account Generation Algorithm
1.

Main account generation

If Alice’s original account is (A, a) and the main account in the one-time account system is (B, b),
the private key for Alice’s main account is (a, b), and the public key is (A, B).
Alice has a private key (a, b), scan key (A, b), and public key (A, B) for her primary account’s
address.
2.

Sub-account generation

When Bob tries to send Alice a transaction, Alice’s primary account (A1, B) generates sub-account
(A1, S1), which is a one-time account.
Bob generates a random number ‘s’ and calculates S1 = [s] G and A1 = A + [Hash_p([s]B)] G, (A1,
S1).

7.1.4 ECDSA G

7.1.5 Stamp System
One-time account system, the system that determines which account pays for the transaction,
cannot track transactions, so the user does not know which transaction should be paid.
Technically one-time account and one-time stamp are the same.
User buys stamps before transaction, and stamps replicate into transaction and be used only once.

8. Rubidium Web App Tech Spec
It is a description of the crucial technologies and systems for building front-end/back-end that
composes the Rubidium Platform. Rubidium Web App is optimized for web and mobile, maximizes
user UX, and provide optimized sync with Rubidium core technology.

8.1 Front-end Framework
8.1.1 PWA(Progressive
Web Apps)
A new way to deliver amazing user experiences
on the web.

Building a high-quality Progressive Web App
has incredible benefits, making it easy to
delight your users, grow engagement, and increase conversions.
Worthy of being on the home screen
When the Progressive Web App criteria are met, Chrome prompts users to add the
Progressive Web App to their home screen.

Work reliably, no matter the network conditions
Service workers enabled Konga to send 63% less data for initial page loads, and 84% less
data to complete the first transaction!
Increased engagement
Web push notifications helped eXtra Electronics increase engagement by 4X. And those
users spend twice as much time on the site.
Improved conversions
The ability to deliver a great user experience helped AliExpress improve conversions for
new users across all browsers by 104% and on iOS by 82%.
Please visit the “What Web Can Do Today” website to see what PWA is capable of.
https://whatwebcando.today/

8.1.2 Vue.js
https://vuejs.org/
The Progressive JavaScript Framework
Vue (pronounced /vjuː/, like view) is a progressive framework for building user
interfaces. Unlike other monolithic frameworks, Vue is designed from the ground up to be
incrementally adoptable. The core library is focused on the view layer only, and it is easy
to pick up and integrate with other libraries or existing projects. On the other hand, Vue
is also perfectly capable of powering sophisticated Single-Page Applications when used in
combination with modern tooling and supporting libraries.
In 2017, Vue.js added 40.0k stars, making it the #1 most popular JavaScript project on
GitHub – Tweet
So, what makes Vue.js special?
First, it has a small learning curve, with a component approach like React but with a more
familiar syntax.
The ecosystem is well defined, including a set of de-facto standards: router: Vue-router,
State management library: Vuex
The concept of a single-file component that includes template, logic, and styles in a single
file .vue file is nice.

It's used by one of the most popular PHP frameworks, Laravel, as its default view engine.

8.2 Front-end Ecosystem
8.2.1 Vuex
https://vuex.vuejs.org/
Vuex is a state management pattern + library for Vue.js applications. It serves as a
centralized store for all the components in an application, with rules ensuring that the
state can only be mutated predictably. It also integrates with Vue's official devtools
extension to provide advanced features such as zero-config time-travel debugging and
state snapshot export/import.
Vue.js devtools
https://github.com/vuejs/vue-devtools
Browser devtools extension for debugging Vue.js applications.
Live edit component data lets you debug faster without going back to IDE and edit the seed data.
Debug Vuex with Time Travel enables you to debug different states.

8.2.2 Vue Router
https://router.vuejs.org/

Vue Router is the official router for Vue.js. It deeply integrates with Vue.js core to make
building Single Page Applications with Vue.js a breeze

8.2.3 Axios
https://github.com/axios/axios
The Axios library is the most used HTTP client.
It can work on both the client-side (AJAX requests from the client) or the server-side
(HTTP requests in a Node.js environment)
Its success may be related to Vue.js, too, because a lot of Vue.js tutorials use it to query a
remote API through HTTP.

8.2.4 Vuetify
https://vuetifyjs.com/en/
Vuetify is developed precisely according to Material Design spec. Every component is
handcrafted to bring you the best possible UI tools to your next great app. The

development doesn't stop at the core

components outlined in Google's spec.
Through the support of community members and sponsors, additional components are
designed and made available for everyone to enjoy.

8.3 WYSIWYG Editor
8.3.1 Froala
https://www.froala.com/
Beautiful Javascript web editor that's easy to integrate for developers, and your users fall
in love with its clean design.
Froala Editor is Rubidium’s
chief editor that brings the
full capability of posting,
editing and consuming.
Writing and consuming content is seamless on almost every form-factor device with its
fully customizable WYSIWYG editor.

8.3
Code Formatter
8.3.1 Prettier
https://prettier.io/

Prettier get rid of
headaches that
coding style
conventions bring
to developers.
Auto formatting
HTML, javascript
improves the
development
experience and code maintenance.
You press Save, and code is
formatted. There is no need to
discuss style in code review.
Prettier saves you time and energy.
Before formatting
After formatting (auto-format on
save)

8.4 Compiler
8.4.1 Babel
https://babeljs.io/
Babel is a toolchain that is mainly used to convert ECMAScript 2015+ code into a
backward-compatible version of JavaScript in old browsers or environments.

8.5 Build Tool
8.5.1 Webpack
https://webpack.js.org/
At its core, webpack is a static module bundler for modern JavaScript applications. When
webpack processes your application, it internally builds a dependency graph that maps
every module your project needs and generates one or more bundles.

8.6 Testing Frameworks
8.6.1 Chai
http://www.chaijs.com/
Chai is a BDD / TDD assertion library for node and the browser that can be delightfully
paired with any javascript testing framework.

8.6.2 Mocha
https://mochajs.org/
Mocha is a feature-rich JavaScript test framework running on Node.js and in the browser,
making asynchronous testing simple and fun. Mocha tests run serially, allowing for flexible
and accurate reporting while mapping uncaught exceptions to the correct test cases.
Hosted on GitHub.

8.7 Backend Framework
8.7.1 ASP.Net Core
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/aspnet/core
ASP.NET Core is a cross-platform, high-performance, open-source framework for building
modern, cloud-based, Internet-connected applications. With ASP.NET Core, you can:
Build web apps and services, IoT apps, and mobile backends.
Use your favorite development tools on Windows, macOS, and Linux.
Deploy to the cloud or on-premises.
Run on .NET Core or .NET Framework.

8.7.2 ASP.Net Web API
Application Programming Interface resembles the online web services that are used by
the apps at the client-side to retrieve and update information.

8.7.3 Data access with EF Core
Entity Framework (EF) Core is a lightweight, extensible, and cross-platform version of the
popular Entity Framework Data Access Technology.

EF Core can serve as an object-relational mapper (O/RM), enabling .NET developers to
work with a database using .NET objects, and eliminating the need for most of the dataaccess code they usually need to write.
EF Core supports many database engines, see Database Providers for details.

9. Rubidium.phone
UbuntuOS is a Debian Linux OS that has become popular around the world. “Ubuntu for Phone”
and “UbuntuTouch” projects ambitiously aimed for porting and operating on smartphones in the
year of 2017 has unfortunately been stalled, but Rubidium considered a Rubidium blockchain
operating on a phone with embedded Linux to spread blockchain full-nodes on mobile phones,
and aims to become a blockchain project that contains truly worldwide billion full-nodes. Rubidium
Storage and Rubidium Messenger are leading DApps for Rubidium Phone.
Preferred target phones are Galaxy S8, Oneplus5T, and Mate 10. We are also hoping Custom
Phone to appear in the future.
Rubidium.Storage

Rubidium.Messenger

Rubidium.Wallet(RBD,DApp Contract)
Rubidium for Android software is a mobile platform for
a handy way to use RBD in Rubidium blockchain
network.

Warning: Usages mentioned in the document
refers to all situations (saving, using, trading,
selling, etc.) using RBD with Rubidium Platform.

9.1 MVVM Architecture
Rubidium Blockchain
Full-nodes is built based
on MVVM (Model-ViewViewModel) architecture.
MVVM architecture is
designed to eliminate
reliance on views and
helps to facilitate unit
testing and modularity.
In MVVM, the

ViewModel exposes the stream of events so that the
view binds to the stream. ViewModel does not need
to contain a reference in View differ from Presenter of
the MVP architecture, which means that all interfaces
that MVP needed can disappear. Views also notify other occurred actions to the ViewModel.
Therefore, the MVVM pattern supports bidirectional data binding of View and ViewModel. Also,
they have a many-to-one relationship. View has a reference for the ViewModel, but ViewModel
does not have information about View at all. A data consumer needs to know about a data
producer, but a data producer (ViewModel, in this case) does not have to know or care about who
the data consumer is.

Data binding
Events occurring on each View on Android are bindable by data binding. It results in better code
productivity and designing applications that can focus on more solid business logic by eliminating
logics to manage data separately.

http://gun0912.tistory.com/71
https://developer.android.com/topic/libraries/data-binding/

Kotlin
Kotlin is the language developed by IntelliJ
Idea and Android Studio developer JetBrains
and has been designated as the official
language for Android at Google.io. It has a
simple grammar, works in a JVM-based
environment, and is 100% compatible with
Java. JVM bytecode is standard, but Kotlin can
compile in LLVM or machine language using
Kotlin/Native compiler. Kotlin is available for
the development of Android, Tomcat,
JavaScript, Java EE, HTML5, iOS, and Raspberry Pie.
The link below is an example project from Google using Kotlin and Data Binding.
https://github.com/googlesamples/android-architecture/tree/todo-mvvm-databinding/

9.2 Data Model
All data used for HTTP transmission borrows the JSON-RPC model. Data sends all objects in JSON
format using the Gson library below.

Gson (Google + JSON)
https://github.com/google/gson
Gson is a Java library that can be used to convert Java Objects into their JSON representation. It
can also be used to convert a JSON string to an equivalent Java object. Gson can work with
arbitrary Java objects, including pre-existing objects, that you do not have source-code. There are a
few open-source projects that can convert Java objects to JSON. However, most of them require
Java annotations in your classes, something that you cannot do if you do not have access to the
source code. Most also do not fully support the use of Java Generics. Gson considers both of these
as crucial design goals.

9.3 Network Transfer
Network processes HTTP communication using Square’s Retrofit Library and communicates
together with API server sync with Blockchain Main Network. The Retrofit Library provides every
CURD functions used by Rest API. (POST (create), PUT (update), GET (read), DELETE (delete))
Retrofit offers significantly faster speed
than other HTTP libraries, simplified
network logic, and the ability to create
fast and high-quality code by increasing
reusability.
http://instructure.github.io/blog/2013/12/09/volley-vs-retrofit/

Square Retrofit
A type-safe HTTP client for Android and Java
http://square.github.io/retrofit/
Publisher notifies an event about the
subscription/issue model of itself to
subscribers using a Java Lifecycle called
EventBus. EventBus can improve the
interconnection between the publisher
and the subscriber.
Event Bus
EventBus is a publish/subscribe event bus for Android and Java.
https://github.com/greenrobot/EventBus

10. QRNG/OTP
Cryptologically, the creation of the True Random Number is an essential factor. However, the
Pseudo Random Number is used depending on the time restriction of economic transactions.

The True Random Number became more and more important after the research presentation
of “The Collision for Hash” discovery in 2014 by Wang Xiaoyun, a cryptologist at Shandong
University’s Information Research Institute.
Rubidium has recognized the problem that should be considered while building and servicing
decentralized distributed communications and propose a new way of use by experimenting
the use of QRNG and adding a fundamental safety to create the standard cryptocurrency
address and coin or token transaction.
Since the Bitcoin used public keys to create signature algorithms, every AltCoins recognized and
widely applied this method to transmit cryptocurrency.
Bitcoin generates key pairs using an asymmetric key signing algorithm, secp256k1 standard elliptic
curve function of the ECDSA (Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm). Public key represents
coordinate (x, y) of the elliptic curve function, which is used by Bitcoin client, but in fact, it can be
expressed with only x values since it is a function (y=f(x)). It is called a compressed public key, and
the latest version uses it to create an address. If this is called a “pubkey,” the formula to obtain a
Bitcoin address hash is as follows:

pubkey hash<20bytes/160bits> = RIPEMD160( SHA256( pubkey ) )
bitcoin address = Base58CheckEncode( pubkey hash )
RIPEMD160 and SHA256 are hash functions.
Therefore, Bitcoin addresses are made based on public keys.
All blockchains under Bitcoin use the following
procedure to generate the address.
Generate 256-bit random number private key. User
needs a private key to sign a transaction and send
a Bitcoin. There is a risk of Bitcoin theft if the
private key is not kept safely.
The elliptical DSA algorithm generates a 256-bit
public key from the private key. Users use this
public key to verify a transaction signature.
Inconveniently, the Bitcoin protocol adds 04 in front of the public key. The public key is not
disclosed until the transaction is signed, not like most other systems that disclose public keys.
The next step is to create the Bitcoin address and share it with others. Because the 256-bit public
key is large and uncomfortable, it downgrades to 160-bit using SHA-256 and RIPEMD hash
algorithms. The key encodes into ASCII (American Standard Code for Information Interchange)
using Bitcoin custom Base58Check Encoding. The final result is the value like
“1KKKK6N21XKo48zWKuQKXdvSsCf95ibHFa” and becomes the address to give and receive Bitcoin

with people. User cannot find out the public key and the private key with the address. If a user
loses its private key, it also loses its Bitcoin.
Finally, the Wallet Interchange Format key (WIF) is used to add to the client wallet software. It is a
private key encoded to ASCII by Base58Check and can easily extract the 256-bit private key. To
sum up, there are three types of keys: private key, public key, hash of public key, and ASCII
encoded by Base58Check and provided to the public. The private key is very critical, and it is
necessary to use Bitcoin and generate other keys. The public key hash is a Bitcoin address.
Generating WIF format and address use the following code management. The private key is just a
256-bit random number. ECDSA code library generates a public key from a private key. Bitcoin
address is made by used SHA-256 hashing, RIPEMD-160 hashing, Base58 encoding, and adding
checksum. Finally, the private key creates WIF encoding to encode by Base58Check and place itself
into Bitcoin client software.
We recognized the technology of atoms and photons going against our intuition. We are
aware of the discovery of quantum fortuitous (True Random Number) with a completely new
possibility in each particle stage. Quantitative non-locality presents a new possibility of a safe
secret key distribution, and it is based on non-local correlation. It is a technology using
entanglement and quantum non-locality, and the principle is based on the principle of
uncertainty discovered in the early 20th century.

Fortunately, we have the opportunity to use this technology for our core, and we can apply the
high-speed QRNG to create a safe private key for the Supernode supporting the Rubidium and the
H/W HD wallet in “Rubidium for Phone.”

Available Products
EYL QRNG
Suitable for Supernode

SKTELECOM
QRNG
Suitable for
Mobile

SWISS IDQ

10.1 Quantis QRNG: USB

●

4Mbps of true quantum randomness

●

Certified by Swiss National Laboratory

●

USB 2.0 interface

●

OS Support: Windows, Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD, MAC OS X

●

Demo application
* Suitable for Supernode

10.2 Quantis QRNG: PCIe 4Mb
● 4Mbps of true quantum randomness
● PCI Express interface
● Certified by Swiss National Laboratory
● OS Support: Windows, Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD
● Demo application
* Suitable for Supernode

10.3 Quantis QRNG: PCIe 16Mb
●

16Mbps of true quantum randomness

●

PCI Express interface

●

Certified by Swiss National Laboratory

●

OS Support: Windows, Linux, Solaris, FreeBSD

● Demo application

* Suitable for Supernode

10.4 Usage in DApp Games
QRNG (Quantum Random Number Generator) provides an applicable API for fair random game
applications and other websites. It is possible to apply it with game applications, but it should not
be possible to take over the random numbers needed directly from other websites. (to prevent
probability manipulation and game replication) It is possible to receive and process game result
values through the linked game application.

10.5 Usage of Blockchain OTP
View reads QRNG of EVM Smart Contract code to provide OTP.
The mapping storage variable (storage in the blockchain) of the Smart Contract must store the
secret key for OPT registration.
When a Smart Contract is created by importing OPT Smart Contract code into library code, OTP
code should be entered for withdrawal, deposit, and other function calls that are crucial to security,
and utilize it for the task when OTP code is verified.

10.6 Randomness Beacon
To use the True Random Number extracted from QRNG efficiently, we are experimenting and
verifying to implement Randomness Beacon since it is more efficient to broadcast random number
in separate beacon chain by JSON-RPC API and Schema.

11. Non-local chance and Decentralized Exchange
PoA/Quantum Network_TBD
11.1 QKD and PoA(Proof of Authority)_TBD

11.1.1

Method 1: Add to primitives_TBD

11.2 Quantum Repeater_TBD
11.1.1 Method 1: Add to primitives_TBD
11.3 Quantum Computing_TBD
11.1.1 Method 1: Add to primitives_TBD
11.4 Microwave Squeezing_TBD
11.1.1 Method 1: Add to primitives_TBD

12. Conclusion_TBD
12.1 Rubidium.Testnet composition diagram_TBD

Supernode

Fullnode

Lightnode

Testnet Beta

~5

10

100

Mainnet

21

100

1,000

12.2 Schedule

12.3 Rubidium.Roadmap

12.6 Grand Mainnet Launching
Rubidium aims to provide blockchain-based DApp Platform service at the launch of the Grand
Mainnet and build an optimized network.
The RAM usage of a single account on a blockchain is 4Kbytes.
4Kbytes * 1 * 10^8 ≒ 4TBytes
It is based on the DB count of 100 million user candidates. We plan to develop the optimum
Supernode with 4TB and 16TB capacity as more users grow in the future.

***********************************************************************************************************
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